To observe accurate wind climate from the available met mast measured wind data at different heights an accurate 12 wind shear model is necessary. Since WAsP and windPRO is software package which provide the better 13 representation of wind profile over homogenous terrain only. Though, a separate module named as WAsP CFD has 14 been added in both of the software to predict correct wind resource in complex terrain also. Now days terrain Wind Energ. Sci. Discuss., https://doi.org/10.5194/wes-2018-16 Manuscript under review for journal Wind Energ. Sci.
exponent with atmospheric stability. The model was compared with PD and found to be finest and accurate 80 approach in terms of wind speed profile and energy yield calculation in neutral conditions. A number of 81 equilibrium wind speed model namely as PL, LogL and DH had been discussed by (Davenport, 1960; Simiu and 82 Scanlan, 1996; Deaves and Harris, 1978) . Panofsky and Dutton (1984) and Elliott (1958) studied the effect of 83 inner boundary layer with a step change in surface roughness for the wind urban wind profile predictions. 84 Deaves (1981) had utilized the concept for heterogeneous terrain and this was adapted into UK wind loading 85 code also. (Giovanni Gualtieri, 2017) tested and compared the DH model with PL with all stability conditions. 86
The DH model found to be best fitted and tuned and its accuracy seems to be increased with height from 80m 87 
Wind Profile extrapolating models

98
First time originally power law was proposed for the purpose of designing the wind load especially in structural 99 engineering (Davenport, 1960) . Due to simplicity of PL model which can be applied to larger height in compare to 100 logarithmic law (Counihan, 1975) subjected to various terrain conditions. Following models had been generally 101 adopted for the wind profile predictions under certain assumptions: 102
Deaves and Harris (D&H) model
103
This model was developed in two stages in strong wind conditions. In the first stage it was developed for the ABL in 104 equilibrium over uniform roughness and in the second stage to account for multiple step changes in roughness. The 
115
X is the downward distance towards the change in surface roughness and m o is the constant parameter.
117
As pet Similarity theory,
120
Stands for the geostrophic wind speed satisfies the criteria of upper and lower boundary conditions to the ABL.
121
Geostrophic wind speed calculated when the thermal flux generated by the heat and friction are equal.
122
Log-Law model
123
The log law model was derived from Eq. (5) and holds over a ground surface: 
174
pressure sensor had also installed. Table 1 and Fig.1 shows the mast details and location respectively. 
175
199
Annual mean wind speed and Mean turbulence intensity is calculated at different heights from ground level. It is
200
clear from Table 4 that the annual wind speed increase with respect height, but mean turbulence intensity decreases.
201
Due to more predominate viscous and obstruction effect near the ground level wind turbulence is more. As the
202
height from the ground increases wind becomes so smooth cause rapidly decrease in TU. The hourly variation of wind speed and direction has been shown in Fig. 2 
203
227
The Monin-Obukhuv Length similarity had been applied at Jamogadrani hills which predict that the atmosphere is 
248
D&H model was actually developed for strong wind conditions subjected to neutral conditions, it was forced to 249 applied for all stability regions.
250
The PL, LogL and Deaves and Harris model is outperformed upto height 80m a.g.l. within the extrapolating range.
251
The results seem to the LogL capability of best producing at higher level. Since, this model has been found to be 252 suitable for strong adiabatic conditions. However, the overall accuracy of LogL model during these conditions
253
should be chosen as a model's key factor. Practically, in Indian conditions the DH model could not fit appropriate 254 due to two limitations: i) reliable friction observation ii) accurate site's surface length assessment. Since, the value
255
of Z o has the major effect on DH model.
256
Based on 10 min. wind speed, pressure and temperature data the minimum RMSE and NRMSE found to be 0.11 and 257 0.01respctively. The PL exhibited the more accuracy across all extrapolations ranges and for all stability criteria,
258
which is used particularly in predicting wind speed profile variation. Currently, obtained results strongly encourage
259
further uses of the PL, which would be deemed as a future research topic from a wind energy scenario. At
260
Jamgodrani hills LogL proved to be the finest in prediction the extrapolated wind speed, thus supporting its validity 261 over the entire ABL.
262
